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Abstract:
Deep reinforcement learning enables an agent to capture users' interest through dynamic
interactions with the environment. It uses a reward function to learn user's interest and to control
the learning process, attracting great interest in recommendation research. However, most reward
functions are manually designed; they are either too unrealistic or too imprecise to reflect the
variety, dimensionality, and non-linearity of the recommendation problem. This impedes the agent
from learning an optimal policy to generate satisfactory recommendations in highly dynamic online
recommendation scenarios. To address the above issue,
we propose a novel generative inverse reinforcement learning approach that avoids the need of
defining a reward function. Specially, we model the recommendation problem as an automatic
recommendation policy learning problem. We first generate policies based on observed users'
preferences and then evaluate the learned policy by an elaborate measurement based on a
discriminative actor-critic network.
We conduct experiments on an online platform, VirtualTB, and demonstrate the feasibility and
effectiveness of our proposed approach via comparisons with several state-of-the-art methods.
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This paper studies the online recommendation problem based on reinforcement learning, more
specifically, generative inverse reinforcement learning. Though the authors claim that they propose
novel ideas, I would encourage them to take a major revision before resubmission due to the following
reasons.
 1. The most serious flaw of this paper is its presentation. There are naive typos and grammar errors
everywhere across the paper, which makes the reading experience quite unpleasant. To name just a
very small portion of them
 (1) They commonly use ''User's click or not'' is the main metric to -> "is" should be ''as''
 (2) Given a user ..., which ... -> this sentence is incomplete
 (3) Learn a recommendation policy * from expert policy * can be formulate as the problem of matching
two occupancy measures [1]. ->should be Learning and formulated
 Therefore, I would consider that this paper is not ready for publication.
 2. The motivations and research problem are unclear. When attacking the flaws of existing work, the
authors use ''they''. However, it should be more specific to point out which work has such problems
(i.e., the second paragraph of Section 1). Also, in the same paragraph, the points are messed together,
making readers really confused. I encourage the authors to extend this paragraph and elaborate.
Summary:
This paper investigates how to develop a better RL model for online learning. The presentation, writing




































This work studies utilizing deep reinforcement learning for online recommendation, which has been
extensively studied recently. This work points out that most reward functions in deep reinforcement
learning are manually designed and hard to reflect the variety, dimensionality, and non-linearity of the
recommendation problem. Hence, these methods cannot be available for online recommendation. For
this reason, this work proposes a novel generative inverse reinforcement learning approach that avoids
the need of defining a reward function, which is worthy to be studied. Finally, extensive experiments
are conducted based on three datasets to evaluate the performance of the proposal. 
  
In summary, the entire work seems to be solid but there are still minor revisions needed.
  
1. Suggest taking the DRN approach [31] as a baseline approach in the evaluation as it is relevant with
this work.
 2. The background color of curves in the figures in experiments is unnecessary.
 3. The written needs to be improved. For instance, the citation of references in the last two paragraphs
in Section 5 does not conform to the established rules.


































In this paper, authors make an effort to solve the reward function definition problem in deep
reinforcement learning based recommender system. The experiments are conducted in three different
simulation platforms and achieve a promising result. 
  
Here are my comments:
 Good point, inverse reinforcement learning seems can skip the reward function definition. To my
knowledge, it is not handy to define the demonstration in the recommendation scenario. It should be
better to be discussed in the conclusion and provide more insights. 
 More background about inverse reinforcement learning could be elaborated to make this work more
self-contained. Otherwise, it is hard to follow for those readers who do not have a strong background in
reinforcement learning and inverse reinforcement learning. 
 It would be better to mention that why most of existing methods can not run on those simulation
platforms in details.
 Authors may also compare with traditional DQN, policy gradient or DDPG as well to demonstrate the
superiority.
 The legend for figure 3(c),(f),(i),(l) should be in the same position and style.
 Authors may need to provide the possible application domain for such work. For example, travel
recommendation, medical recommendation which the demonstration is easier to get.
Summary: In general, this is a good paper to solve a challenging problem. The paper is well written and easy to
follow. The technical solution is sound and should be of interest to the related readers. However, there
is still room to improve the readability by fixing a few language issues.
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Text:
All the three reviewers are confident that this paper tackles a challenging problem in reinforcement learning-
based recommendation with a sound solution and its technical contributions are significant to this community.
But the following issues are expected to be addressed in the final version. First, the writing and presentation of
this paper (including citation format) could be further improved. Specifically, more background knowledge about
inverse reinforcement learning should be provided to make this work more self-contained. Besides, more
explanations and discussions on why most of existing methods cannot run on those simulation platforms are
suggested to be provided. Professional proof-reading is also needed to address the mentioned minor presentation
issues. Second, more baselines such as traditional DQN, policy gradient or DDPG and DRN approach are
suggested for the comparison purpose in the experiment to better show the superiority of the proposed
approach.
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